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Introduction:
Follow a scientific process in which a strategy is developed and stress tested before live incubation /
trading.
Tools used: R Statistical Programming Language
Strategy Development Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General view, general statistics, tail risk
Initial Back Testing
Walk Forward Analysis (Cross validation) , Rolling and Fixed.
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis (Random adjustments 0 to 50% parameter change, n times)
Draw down expectation (sample without replacement net trade result, n times)
Re-sample original time series (Maximum Entropy Bootstrapping, n times) and run strategy over new
series.
7. Market Random Test (Test if strategy beats buying randomly)
8. Noise Test (Adding random fixed % to open, high, low, close, simulate back test n times)
9. Strategy Seasonality
10.
Layering non-correlated strategies

Part 1: Initial Idea, general over view:
Trading Idea: Futures contracts exhibit different characteristics during US, Asia and EU sessions. Isolate
strategy entry times. Find which window is favorable to the strategy being tested. No efforts to detect the
market regime have been made. Although fitting a buy low and sell high strategy (mean reversion) and buy high
and sell higher strategy(momentum) may provide a small inclination about the nature of the series. This of
course might reveal character; however, it only includes times when the strategy was deployed (10% of the
time) and is not a complete view.
Product: ES mini
From: 2004-03-25 to Present
Bars: 30 mins
Session: 24 hours

Histogram of 30 min close to close returns:

Note outliers to edge of distribution.
> min(df$clret)*100
[1] -5.431205
Maximum 1 bar loss (%)

> max(df$clret)*100
[1] 8.717358
Maximum 1 bar gain (%)

Tail risk. Worst close to close return is -5.4%. This is viable to know because this type of 1 bar % changes
may happen whilst in a trade.

Part 2: Initial Back testing
Initial Time Entry Test – Restrict buying to 4-hour time window and test at every +1-hour increments. 1x
contract inclusive of commissions and slippage.
Strategy Rules: RSI 10 = Long below 25, Sell above 80
Commission = $5 per trade
Slippage = 0.50 per trade

Average Trade Net Profit = Total Ending $ net profit (less slippage and commissions) / total number of trades

Win Loss Ratio = Gross $ profit / absolute value gross $ loss (less slippage and commissions) / total number
of trades
As can see from the above plots there is a clear advantage executing this strategy from 1600 to 0400 hours
UCT.

Part 3: Walk forward analysis
Optimize parameters on in-sample data. Forward test on unseen, out of sample data. Optimize RSI lookback.
Retain lower/upper, 25/80 thresholds.
Train Set Window Lengths: 10,560 bars, 30 min bars, approx. (1 year)
Test Set Window Lengths: 5280 bars, 30 min bars, approx. (6 months)
## Test Time Window: 1600 to 0400 hours.

Actual data pulled from R sub setting of train and test sets. Blue = in-sample (1 year) Orange = out of
sample (6 months).

The RSI which produced the largest net profit less slippage and commissions was chosen for the next out of
sample test. If RSI 10 had the highest net profit, then RSI 10 used for next out of sample period.
The length of the RSI lookback period changes with each subsequent 1 year in-sample optimization.
> cat("Optimal In-Sample Train Set Parameters: Optimal RSIs =",optimal.vec)
Optimal In-Sample Train Set Parameters: Optimal RSIs = 12 11 7 6 6 10 10 12 12 12 10 10 12 12 9 9 7 11 11
2 6 11 12 12 10 12 12 10 12 12 12
> median(optimal.vec)
[1] 11
> mean(optimal.vec)
[1] 10.3871
The below equity curve is the result of each out of sample test period:

1

Each color represents an out of sample test period. This is data the model has never seen before. The optimal
parameter was selected in the prior in-sample train set and used on each forward out of sample test period.

If we back test the mean optimized RSI derived from walk forward analysis, RSI 10 over the full sample:

Full sample net trade result:
> tail(df$running.PNL,1)
[1] 90360

Walk forward analysis net trade result:
> tail(final.plot.df$value,1)
[1] 60397.5

There is a $29,962.5 difference in net profits. The walk forward analysis result is lower than optimizing o
ver the full sample.

Rolling and fixed walk forward analysis limitations:
Here is an example of Train Set 1 RSI parameters:

Although RSI 10 works well for the whole period. We see for train set 1, that optimal is RSI 12.

If we move to train set 3, we see RSI 7 is optimal.

In real life, if one was trading the ES in 2004 and optimizing a prior 1 year in-sample period ready
trading. Then selecting RSI 10 at this juncture would be lucky chance. It is likely one would choose
optimal, in this case RSI 7. At this point in time, it would be difficult to pick a stronger RSI
only 1x year to optimize on. However, that is valid for 2004. At present day we now enjoy a longer
where RSI 9,10,11,12 show strong results over the entire sample.
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SIf we decided to start trading the ES during year 2005,2006. Do we only optimize on a rolling basis the
previous 1 year, or do we use a longer run of data from ES inception? This may be seen by using a fixed
starting window and increasing the in-sample periods throughout the time series. This allows to optimize over
a longer run of history on each in-sample period:

Blue are windows where optimal RSI was selected based on highest net profit less slippage and commissions.
> cat("Optimal In-Sample Train Set Parameters: Optimal RSIs =",optimal.vec)
Optimal In-Sample Train Set Parameters: Optimal RSIs = 12 11 11 9 12 9 10 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 10 10 10 11 1
1 12 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
By using more data for each in-sample optimization we see that the longer run of data provide RSI optimal
lengths in a tighter band, 9 to 12. The mean RSI value is 12. And we see a lower RSI of 9. This is in contrast

to rolling walk forward analysis where optimization was done on a rolling 1-year basis, we see a wider range
of optimized RSI parameters from a range of 6 to 12. This is because the rolling walk forward analysis is
more sensitive to recent data adjusting more wildly to recent conditions.
Which method is more valid than the other? Walk forward analysis with a fixed starting point benefits from
using more data to optimize on. It will also capture more regime shifts. This may be valid or it may not. If
the market regime shifted from mean reversion to momentum. Then optimizing a mean reversion model to a
momentum series is a sure way for disaster. There is no inherit benefit of using a longer run of data to
include a regime not suited to the model being fitted. This is where blindly using one method or the other
may lead to false conclusions. Difficultly arises in model-based systems if the regime is changing from mean
reversion to momentum on a consistent basis. In ever changing series like above, a rolling walk forward
analysis may be a better fit because more recent data is being used to optimize on. Conversely, if the regime
is persistent for periods of time, I believe using more data to optimize on is a valid approach.

We may see an example of a long term persistent regime on the S&P500 daily bars. On a longer time frame, the
series is in a persistent state of momentum. In fact, this is true for the last 300 years. On a shorter time
period. There has been a regime shift from momentum (pre 2000) to mean reversion (post 2000). This shorterterm regime shift may be detected using short term auto correlation lags of log % returns:

Although on a longer time frame, the S&P500 is a momentum series, post year 2000, on a 1 lag and 5 lag basis,
there is negative autocorrelation suggesting mean reversion, the diffusion on a shorter time period is MUCH
SLOWER than pre year 2000 or perhaps a random walk with a drift. Yes, we will we go higher, but it will just
take longer to do so versus prior to year 2000. What does this mean for model-based systems. Post year 2000,
if fitting a momentum model which only spans a few days to weeks hold time, that model will be destroyed on
average due to the mean reversion nature on a short time period. Conversely, apply a shorter-term momentum
model pre-2000, then this model is rewarded nicely beating buy and hold. We see a simple short-term momentum

model ‘fitted’ to the S&P500. In-line with the autocorrelation plots, we see the momentum model fails post
year 2000 coinciding with negative 1 and 5 lag autocorrelation.

Part 4: Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
Degrees of freedom:
Degrees of freedom calculation: total data sample – rules and conditions – data consumed by rules and
conditions.
Degree of freedom threshold = 90%.
Maximum RSI used during back testing: 15 (anything over was pretty much buy and hold and low turnover)
Number of rules: 3
Total sample = 172,861 data points
#######################################################
# Degrees of Freedom
#######################################################
max.rsi.length <- 15
rules = 3 # rsi length, upper, lower thresholds, time window length
total.degrees.freedom = rules + max.rsi.length
total.sample <- nrow(df)
degree.freedom.left <- abs((total.degrees.freedom / total.sample) - 1)
> print(degree.freedom.left)
[1] 0.9998959
This helps understand how much data was used to optimize the models and help guard against using too much
data and hence run into over fitting issues. We use very little data for optimization with a small number of
rules.
Simple models guard against over fitting. I.e. only need something very simple to exploit a market pattern,
structure etc…
Another example: If use a 30RSI need at least 300 days of data:
30 rsi + 1 rule = 31
Total data = 300
31 / 300 = 0.103 (0.103 – 1) = .896%/ Round to 90% degrees of freedom left. Minimum 300 days of data for a
30 rsi or a rough rule of thumb. Parameter length * 10 = data needed.
Strategy Optimizable Parameters:
RSI look back length. RSI overbought and oversold thresholds.
Randomly adjusted each parameter over n % change, simulating, n times. Changing RSI 10 to 11 represents an
11 % change. This test will tell a story on how sensitive a strategy is to changes in parameters.
Parameter % Changes:
RSI Length = Changed 50% either direction from RSI 10, range = 5 to 15
RSI Lower = Changed 50%, Range 12 to 38.
RSI Upper = Changed 20% (anything >20% was too wide. 50% change was RSI 40 to 100 and RSI 99 100 etc doesn’t
make sense), at 20% change the range = 64 to 96.

Below is the output of 3000 iterations where each parameter was randomly chosen on each new run.

We see the distribution is not normal. We have negative tails to the left side of the plot. This is ‘loose’
parameters that just don’t give an edge. The worst parameter combination with a net loss of $-155,515:
> min.loc <- which.min(params.df$Ending.Balance)
> params.df$ParamNO[min.loc]
[1] 5 37 64
RSI 5 with a lower threshold of 37 and an exit threshold of 64 (closer upper / lower thresholds are to midrange 50, worse the performance). This setting had a total number of 3904 Trades. It means this parameter s
etting trades too frequently and is not capturing a specific edge.

There were a total of 232 observations with a net profit below 0 which represents 7.7% of the total sample
(3000). The mean total net profit is $57,921 dollars. We can find the closest match to the mean and see whi
ch parameters produce the mean result:
> find.closest.mean<- which.min(abs(params.df$Ending.Balance-end.balance.mean))
> params.df$Ending.Balance[find.closest.mean] # Net Profit
[1] 57907.5
> params.df$Total.Trades[find.closest.mean] # Trade Total
[1] 733
> params.df$ParamNO[find.closest.mean] # Trade Total
[1] 5 32 91
Total trades 733 for parameters RSI setting of 5, lower threshold of 32 and an upper threshold off 91 produ
ces a total net profit close to the mean value.
If we test which parameters obtain +1x stdev above the mean, an area at which the density plot is the highe
st:
1x stdev above mean:
> end.balance.sdev1 <- end.balance.mean + (end.balance.sdev*1)
> end.balance.sdev1
[1] 100377.5
Closest match in the data is:
find.closest.1stdev<- which.min(abs(params.df$Ending.Balance-end.balance.sdev1))
> params.df$Ending.Balance[find.closest.1stdev] # Net Profit
[1] 100370
> params.df$Total.Trades[find.closest.1stdev] # Trade Total
[1] 73
> params.df$ParamNO[find.closest.1stdev] # Trade Total
[1] 14 25 85
We see that an RSI setting of 12 with a lower threshold of 25 and an upper threshold of 85 produces a net p
rofit in line with 1x stdev from the mean. This is the densest area within the sample.
The Test: The mean $57,921 – 2x stdev $26,989 = $ 30,932. If we fall outside of the mean by 2x stdev, we
remain in positive expectancy at + $30,932.

Part 5: Draw down expectation (Sample without replacement of net profit results)
This will show what the maximum draw down would look like if the trades were distributed in a different
order. We will use the net trade result from the rolling walk forward analysis, note this will remove any
dependence of trade results:

> dd_mean
[1] -16433.28
Of 10,000 iterations the maximum drawdown mean is -16,433 vs the original -11,932.5.
To get an idea of how each equity curve changed from original, plot of 100 samples of 10,000.

Part 6: Re-sample original time series (Maximum Entropy Bootstrapping, n times):

Note: Try Julia, maybe its faster…
Example of the resampled series:

There only seems to be very slight changes in the series from the original. Maximum entropy bootstrapping an
original series seems to over inflate the upside and under appreciates the downside. Note the resampled
series, black lines, the lows are in line with the original series and the highs higher. On back testing this
strategy over the new series, results were over inflated and not representative of applying stress to the
original series since the lows are the same as the original. Computation time is also intensive. This may
need to be thrown out, or other re-sampling methods explored.

Part 7: Market Random Test
In this test we will enter the market randomly. We will maintain the same trade durations as the original
strategy however, each entry and exit will be random.
<ongoing>
Part 8: Noise Test - Changing Initial Time Series (Adding random fixed % to each bar, run strategy n times)
Random Walk Model: Time series model xt such that xt= xt−1 + e, where e is some random noise.
We can adjust each open, high, low and close bar by some fixed % of the days ATR. In this way, we randomly
subtract or add up to a maximum % of the days ATR to each bar. This is to represent random noise. How does a
strategy hold up when the noise is changed randomly? If the strategy performs well on new noise adjusted
series we may have confidence that the strategy is fitted to an underlying signal vs over fit to noise in
the data. As example:
> neg_range_atr_range <- -(pos_atr_range)
> all_ranges
[1] 0.1000000 0.2122449 0.3244898 0.4367347 0.5489796 0.6612245 0.7734694 0.8857143 0.9979592 1
.1102041 1.2224490
[12] 1.3346939 1.4469388 1.5591837 1.6714286 1.7836735 1.8959184 2.0081633 2.1204082 2.2326531 2
.3448980 2.4571429
[23] 2.5693878 2.6816327 2.7938776 2.9061224 3.0183673 3.1306122 3.2428571 3.3551020 3.4673469 3
.5795918 3.6918367
[34] 3.8040816 3.9163265 4.0285714 4.1408163 4.2530612 4.3653061 4.4775510 4.5897959 4.7020408 4
.8142857 4.9265306
[45] 5.0387755 5.1510204 5.2632653 5.3755102 5.4877551 5.6000000 -0.1000000 -0.2122449 -0.3244898 -0
.4367347 -0.5489796
[56] -0.6612245 -0.7734694 -0.8857143 -0.9979592 -1.1102041 -1.2224490 -1.3346939 -1.4469388 -1.5591837 -1
.6714286 -1.7836735
[67] -1.8959184 -2.0081633 -2.1204082 -2.2326531 -2.3448980 -2.4571429 -2.5693878 -2.6816327 -2.7938776 -2
.9061224 -3.0183673
[78] -3.1306122 -3.2428571 -3.3551020 -3.4673469 -3.5795918 -3.6918367 -3.8040816 -3.9163265 -4.0285714 -4
.1408163 -4.2530612
4.3653061 -4.4775510 -4.5897959 -4.7020408 -4.8142857 -4.9265306 -5.0387755 -5.1510204 -5.2632653 -5.375510
2 -5.4877551
[100] -5.6000000
After randomly selecting the +/- value between -5.6 and 5.6 we adjust the original close price.
> close + sample(all_ranges,1)
[1] 1230.521

The new noise adjusted close is now 1230.521 versus original 1234.55.
We can perform this adjustment to create n new series up to any % of the ATR and run the back test over the
noise adjusted price series. In this example we run 1000 iterations adjusting for up to 40% of the days ATR
, producing 1000 new adjusted series:

There appears to be noise adjusted series which produce a high ending balance in a small amount of trades.

The number of trades of the original series:
> nrow(cum.sum.equity[[1001]])
[1] 334
As we adjust the series for noise and recompute the RSI and signals on the new adjusted series, total trade
numbers will be different to the original series (perhaps a trade was initiated and a sell signal never came,
basically buy and hold). The test appears to show that by adjusting the series for noise, the noise adjusted
series still performs well. It would be a warning sign if the noise adjusted series ALL UNDER perform the

original, this would show that the strategy may be over fit to noise and is sensitive to changes in the under
lying.
Part 9: Time Series Returns / Strategy Seasonality

The strategy shows consistent returns along the length of the series in contrast to returns being down to a
few lucky months.

Since 2003 ES inception, June and August are poorer times for this strategy. The strategy should consider
shutting down during these months.
The strategy benefits from a +$3370 per contract for shutting down during August.

Part 10: Layering non-correlated strategies
Sort different strategy returns by date. Run correlation between different strategy returns. Seek to ‘layer
‘strategies in an uncorrelated manner.
<ongoing>
In conclusion, applying simple mean reversion or momentum models may reveal a certain characteristic of the
underlying series which may be further developed on. With 24hour futures contracts, the nature of the series
changes between different sessions, EU, Asia and US. Certain models fit better to each changing condition
and therefore its prudent to apply the correct model to the correct series.
There is some limitation of using fixed and rolling walk forward analysis and selection of this approach is
dependent on the series and the model being fitted. As financial data has limited histories, one may benefit
from excluding in and out of sample methods altogether to obtain larger sample sizes and use other methods
to test for over fitting.
Parameter sensitivity analysis seems crucial in strategy development as to not pick an isolated parameter
outlier, but view a ‘stable parameter region’ across multiple parameter variations, where changes to the
underlying series do not cause the selected parameter to become obsolete.
Noise testing further stresses the series by +/- some random value up to a maximum % of the days ATR. By
changing the series from the original and showing that a strategy performs well on noise adjusted series
demonstrates robustness and small changes to the under lying series does not throw off the model.
Maximum entropy bootstrapping a time series was a huge fail and did not stress the series enough. Another
approach under investigation is to perhaps de-trend the series through first order differencing and choose
block lengths of say 20, this block width will retain some of the auto correlation of the original series.
Thus, if we spit the data into block lengths of 20 and sample without replacement to form a new de-trended
series. Finally, the series may be cumulative summed again to make a new re-sampled series. This work requires
further work to test the validity of this approach.
Testing randomly is still under development (writing R code as we speak) and to obtain other draw down
expectations by re shuffling trade result distributions provides an insight to other potential paths to
reaching the same ending balance. In this way we may see other potential maximum draw downs which may be used
to size a strategy. The limitation to this approach is if there is auto correlation between one trade to the
next, if one trade is dependent on the last then this approach will remove this dependence. This test assumes
each trade is independent from the other.
Finally, no amount of testing is a substitute for living trading. At first, an incubation period by paper
trading the strategy would provide insight into slippage and commissions, and if the strategy is performing
per the back test. If all looks good then the strategy may be implemented live.
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